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Question No : 1 

You are dealing with a model with portfolio date 3 1/12/2010 that has a data layer, a top projection layer 

(Realistic_Layer), and a stochastic sub layer (Stochastic_Sublayer). A colleague wants information from 

the 4th scenario in the sub layer on 31/12/2020.  

What is the layer path string in the AFMOutput function you would need to achieve this?  

 

A. Stochastic_Sublayer4?3 1/12/2020  

 

B. Realistic_Layer.Stochastic_Sublayer4?31/1 2/2020  

 

C. Realistic_Layer4?31/12/2020  

 

D. Realistic_Layer?31/1 2/2010 .Stochastic_Sublayer:4  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 2  

Which three components are included in the Standard Code workspace? (Choose three.)  

 

A. Stochastic processes  

 

B. Models  

 

C. Data views  

 

D. Database views  

 

E. Modules  

 

Answer: B,C,E  

 

 

Question No : 3  

You want to temporarily disable running certain job boxes when you execute the jobstream using 

shell,secureshell,or DataSynapse.What should you do?  

 

A. Place a runcontrol.SERVICE_NAME.txt file in your $ALGO_TOP/static/algobatchdirectory where job 

box is turned off by using a run control flag.  
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B. Perform a shallow clone of your job stream and remove the job box.  

 

C. Place a runcontrol.SERVICE_NAME.txt file in your$ALGO_TOP/dynamic/algobatch directory where 

job box is turned off by using arun control flag.  

 

D. Perform a deep clone of your job stream and remove the job box.  

 

Answer: A 

 

 

Question No : 4 

Aclient has redesigned their nonprofit endowment product to pay a guaranteed 110% of Sum Assured on 

death rather than just the Sum Assured assumed in Standard Code. They want you to update the model 

so that it will be unaffected when any future updates of Standard Code are copied into the workspace.  

How would you do this?  

 

A. Change the existing formula to 110%* Sum Assured.  

 

B. Comment out the original code within the existing module and replace with 110% * Sum Assured.  

 

C. Copy the Sum Assured variable into a blank line at the bottom of the product and change the code to 

110% * Sum Assured.  

 

D. Copy the Sum Assured variable into a blank line at the bottom of the module and change the code to 

110% it Sum Assured.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 5  

How would you make a model built in Algo Financial Modeler stochastic?  

 

A. Add a stochastic process to a module.  

 

B. Add a stochastic process to a layer in the model.  

 

C. Add a stochastic process to a data process.  

 

D. Add a stochastic process to an assumption set.  

 

Answer: B  
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Question No : 6  

In which two ways are modules used? (Choose two.)  

 

A. A module can be added to a program to cause the variables in the module to be included in the 

program.  

 

B. Modules can specify which variables are to be included in certain forms of output (aggregated results 

and individual results) produced by Algo Financial Modeler.  

 

C. A module is where a diagrammatic view can be created to show how products interact with funds and 

company level requirements.  

 

D. A module can be included as a sub module within another to cause the variables in the sub module to 

be included in the containing module.  

 

Answer: A,D  

 

 

Question No : 7  

You have a model with a data layer, a top projection layer, and a sub layer. When the sub layer is called, 

what will be the portfolio date of that layer?  

 

A. The start date of the model  

 

B. The inception date of the first data record  

 

C. The start date of the projection process  

 

D. The step date of the top projection layer at which the sub layer is called  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 8  

Click the Exhibit button.  
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The exhibit shows a representation of the principles used in Standard Code when building programs.  

What is missing from the blank boxes?  

 

A. A product and two process building blocks  

 

B. A process, one process building block, and one product building block  

 

C. A process and two process building blocks  

 

D. A product, one process building block, and one product building block  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 9  

In some cases,UDS loadable input data name and ID values contain quotationmarks and/or commas 

such as the name shown below:  

ABC "OPINO"  

Given the information above,which example record is formatted for a correct dataload?  

 

A. BAS,Fixed Rate BondSPEC,Fixed Rate BondSPEC,Fixed Rate Bond,ABC"OPINO"  

 

B. BAS,Fixed Rate BondSPEC,Fixed Rate BondSPEC,Fixed RateBond,"ABC \"OPINO\""  

 

C. BAS,Fixed Rate BondSPEC,Fixed Rate BondSPEC,Fixed RateBond,ABC \"OPINO\"  

 

D. BAS,Fixed Rate BondSPEC,Fixed Rate BondSPEC,Fixed Rate Bond,ABC""OPINO""  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 10  
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Which statement is true about events?  

 

A. The formula of a rollback variable can refer to portfolio variables defined at events.  

 

B. Portfolio variables defined at events can be referred by or from a parent program.  

 

C. A program cannot include multiple events.  

 

D. Non-portfolio variables can be referenced in the formulae of event variables.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 11 

What are three types of generator messages? (Choose three.)  

 

A. Error messages  

 

B. Warning messages  

 

C. Information messages  

 

D. Analyzer messages  

 

E. Model messages  

 

Answer: A,B,C  

 

 

Question No : 12  

Click the Exhibit button.  

 
Referring to the exhibit, what does the symbol shown on the Algo Financial Modeler toolbar do?  

 

A. It produces a Build Only version of the model.  

 

B. It highlights orphan variables.  

 

C. It launches the AFM help file.  
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